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requirement analysis to installation and commissioning, with special emphasis on 
the integration aspects of the implementation. Due to the nature of the activities 
perfonned by TECNOTRON and the business constraints of the Portuguese market, 
there is a need for geographical decentralization of the work perfonned. Apart from 
the sales activity, which is, overall, of a mobile nature, there is a requirement for 
frequent interaction between the central office and the field commissioning and 
servicing teams. The full geographic coverage of the Portuguese market makes it 
necessary to maintain regional offices. Last but not the least, there is a need for 
extensive use of external consultants and subcontractors, working in their homes. 
Furthennore, the compliance with the company's IS09001 certified Quality 
Assurance System implies that all processes must be documented and controlled, 
regardless of the geographical location of the perfonners. 

This paper will start by introducing COBIP concepts for the co-ordination of 
decentralized telework activities followed by the presentation of the TECNOTRON 
pilot scenario and its co-ordination requirements. We further illustrate an example of 
one TECNOTRON business process model, as well as its usage in the scope of the 
TECNOTRON extended enterprise. As a conclusion of this paper, the authors will 
elaborate on the relevance and impact of this novel approach to support the 
TECNOTRON extended enterprise. 

THE COBIP SYSTEM 

The COBIP project (COBIP - "telework CO-ordination services for co-operative 
BusIness Processes" - project within the Telematics Application Programme UR 
4002 - SECTOR 6) aims at demonstrating the usage of workflow tools in the 
management oftelework decentralized activities. 

COBIP Business Process coordination Rationale 
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Figure I -Model Enactment Rationale 
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While addressing the coordination of decentralized Telework activities, COBIP may 
be positioned as providing in the scope of the distributed / virtual enterprise. As a 
result, it could be described by buzzwords such as co-ordination, distribution and 
integration. We aim indeed at solving the problem of information and processing 
distribution across geographically far-apart enterprise working places, allowing for 
the co-ordination of distributed information-processing activities [Dangelmaier]. To 
achieve our objectives, we had therefore to handle both the modeling and model 
enactment services [Vernadat]. Following the model enactment rationale illustrated 
in Figure 1 [EMEIS], the COBIP modeling tool fills the Model Development 
Services, whereas the actual Model Execution Services (provided by the workflow 
management engine) and General IT (such as the Digital Library and 
Videoconference system) assemble the so-called Enterprise Model Execution and 
Integration Services. As further pictured in Figure 1, the modeling tool is used for 
capturing the actual enterprise business processes (BP) [JJPF]. BP models can then 
be further refmed and used for distributed business process workflow co-ordination. 
Enterprise entities are then brought together as a whole and conducted to the 
enterprise objectives by the coordinated execution of concurrent business processes. 
To this end, it should therefore be clear the interaction between the actual activity 
execution requirement and the underlying services provided by existing functional 
entities, e.g. teleworkers. 

Workflow Management System 

The COBIP Workflow Management System consists of several modules available 
for the different user groups. Figure 2 illustrates those modules from the user level 
perspective. 
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Figure 2 - Modules of the COBIP Workflow-Management-System 

End-user level 
To-do list: display of all workflows and activities an actor (worker, team or 

supplier) is involved in; swap between process view and document view; 
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display of planned activities latest start times (executable/planned); and latest 
finishing times (running). 

Work timetable: user defmable setting of working times and standby times; 
automatic view of shift times according to shift editor; allows defmition of 
qualification for a certain function; 

Planner Level 
Planning module: allows backward or forward termination of an instantiated 

workflow before actually starting it; assignment of actors (functional entities 
such as teleworkers) to workflow activities regarding actor's qualification and 
availability in time; interface for workflow activation, interruption, restarting 
and deleting; 

Shift editor: defmition of time models ( calendars) for resources to enhance 
accuracy of backward and forward termination; gives workflow-oriented 
overview; shows information for work flows that are in distinguished activation 
states: repository, instantiated, planned, executable, running, interrupted, 
finished. 

Modeler level 
Editor (Figure 3): creation of workflow structure; definition of node activities; 

allows editing of repository workflows as well as running workflows; 
integrates separate editors for document structure and functions; 

Configuration module: configuration of system-wide (administrator) and user
specific system settings; change of language, appearance of windows, viewing 
modes of workflows etc. 
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Figure 3 - Model Editor (Example) 
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System Architecture 

The whole system can be divided in the following components: the Workflow
Management-System consisting of different modules, the Video Conferencing 
System and the Digital Library. The Workflow-Management-System is a Client
Server-System consisting of clients developed in pure Java and a server built in 
C++, supported by an object-oriented database. The components as well as the 
interfaces between them are shown in Figure 4. 
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Figure 4 - System Architecture 

Digital Library 

The need for a digital library emerges from the fact that with the increase of 
computing facilities, enterprises are producing and delivering, in an unorganized 
way, vast and important repositories of multimedia information. The access to this 
information is usually difficult because of the distributed nature of repositories. This 
is also true in many different areas of activity such as industries with sites in more 
that one town/country, museums willing to get information from similar areas, etc. 
As the volume of digital information increases, the needs for cataloguing, indexing 
and maintaining this digital information in stable, orderly structures, bring up the 
idea of a distributed digital library. The concept of "Digital Library" includes the 
access to different kinds of components - text, video, audio, animation, images and 
other components combining some/all of them - in an organized and transparent way 
to the end-user. 

Within COBIP, the Digital Library provides the underlying distributed 
multimedia document repository of structured documents for the workflow 
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management system [IMP]. The service can be viewed as a distributed client-server 
application in which the objects of distribution are the repositories that contain the 
multimedia documents, which are called Multimedia Documents Repositories. From 
the communications point-of-view, this service must be as much as possible 
platform independent and operate on top of the TCP!IP protocol stack. This service 
has been implemented in the form of an Application Programming Interface (API), 
allowing a smooth integration with any other system, such as the COBIP Workflow 
Management System. 

COBIP at TECNOTRON 

The need for telework 

Today telework is only used for isolated tasks and those with fewer cross
references to others. The increasing effort for co-ordination and monitoring is seen 
to be the main obstacle of co-operative telework. But telework will only achieve its 
full potential, if attention is given to the fact that business processes are normally co
operative processes. The objective of the COBIP project is therefore to improve 
companies' competitiveness by the use of telework-based organizational structures. 
COBIP aims therefore at supporting the management of virtual departments and 
teams through telework, by providing the adequate teleworkers support services. 

TECNOTRON uses a project driven approach for every order/system, and as a 
starting point, the telework pilot under COBIP should be confined to very specific 
tasks that can be insulated from normal system life cycle. It would be too risky to 
have critical tasks depending on a prototype. 

Chosen tasks were timesheets management and customer complaints 
management, in the scope of the ISO 9001 quality management system. These 
phases fit well into the telework model, by allowing far apart geographically 
distributed workers and managers to co-operate anywhere in Portugal or outside its 
borders. In this pilot we consider that every worker or manager is, or can be at a 
given time, a teleworker. This is important because it frees the enterprise workflow 
analysis from most physical constraints, especially when TECNOTRON has a full 
geographic coverage of the Portuguese market. 

In the scope of the extended enterprise concept, we should say that any supplier 
can be considered like a worker, because system security allows for access 
restrictions on the modeling and document defmition tool. On the other hand, the 
COBIP system doesn't support the integrated management of business relations with 
suppliers. 

The Pilot 

TECNOTRON develops its activity in the industrial market through an integrated 
offer that includes problem diagnosis and requirements analysis, design, 
implementation, installation, commissioning, including equipment supply, software 
integration and customization and support to the organizational change process. 
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Figure 5 and 6 illustrate the typical system life cycle, from client requirements' 
analysis to the actual system construction. Installation and maintenance phases were 
intentionally omitted. As illustrated, Requirements' Analysis and Proposal 
Elaboration are the two early phases of a new system/project. The Proposal 
Elaboration is performed by the Production Department and approved by 
Marketing/Sales or the Administration and by the client. A proposal comprehends a 
technical specification and a commercial document. Before a proposal is written, 
Marketing/Sales must approve the technical specification done by Production. 

Figure 5 - System Life Cycle (ARIS EPc Model) 

If the Client accepts the proposal, the system goes into production, which is 
further divided in the Project and Implementation phases. In the Project phase a 
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Detailed Specification is written and all previous control documents are updated 
accordingly. The Detailed Specification, together with a document describing the 
final tests to be done before delivering the system, must be approved by the Client. 
Implementation is the last phase that we will covered, and is pictured in Figure 6 as 
a subtask. This phase concludes with the functional tests to the system and the 
editing of the manuals. However, the Implementation phase is not being fully 
included in the pilot, at least in its early phases, as several tools are currently being 
used, namely project management tools. This decision aims at avoiding possible 
disturbances in current daily procedures. 

Figure 6 - System life cycle (COBIP workflow model) 

Pilot Implementation and Results 

The Pilot is being implemented at TECNOTRON head office in Lisbon, over an 
Ethernet-based TCP-IP private network. Teleworkers connect to this network 
through an ISP (Internet Service Provider), using ISDN telephone connection to the 
ISP. 

First anticipated results from the pilot are: 
- paperwork elimination and better resource allocation; 
- cost reductions and increased worker productivity by reducing travelling needs 

to headquarters; 
- error reduction by using COBIP structured document approach and a seamless 

integration with company ISO 9001 quality control system; 
- process reengineering and quality control system improvement, specially a 

much better process control due to COBIP planning and control facilities. 
The COBIP early prototype is still lacking the flexibility for integration with 

external applications. For this purpose, an API (Application Programming Interface) 
is foreseen to allow other applications' access to both the workflow management 
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system and the digital library. At present, relations between TECNOTRON and 
external actors (suppliers, freelance teleworkers, etc.) are managed the same way as 
the ones related to internal actors. This problem is under further analysis, so that 
TECNOTRON approved quality procedures are meet, namely for procurement, 
billing and accounting. At last, we anticipate that the fully operational system will 
fulfil the objective of supporting TECNOTRON extended enterprise, by both 
integrating COBIP with existing applications, and by complying with 
TECNOTRON ISO 9001 quality procedures. 

CONCLUSION 

The COBIP UR4003 Project, running under the EC Telematics Application 
Programme aims at demonstrating the usage of workflow tools in the management 
of telework decentralized activities. The COBIP consortium, working in this project 
since January 1998, is now under-going the COBIP software installation and 
validation phases. This paper came out in this context, and described COBIP at the 
TECNOTRON Pilot Site in Portugal. 

The paper introduced COBIP concepts for the co-ordination of decentralized 
telework activities followed by the presentation of the TECNOTRON pilot scenario 
and its co-ordination requirements. It was further illustrated an example of one 
TECNOTRON business process model, as well as its usage in the scope of the 
TECNOTRON extended enterprise. As a conclusion, some anticipated results of 
COBIP approach to support the TECNOTRON extended enterprise were presented, 
namely: Cost reductions, by reducing travelling needs and better use of resources; 
Better process control; Quality improvement. 
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i The COBIP Consortium: INESC and TECNOTRON (portugal); HNI, INTERFACE and VW-AG 
(Gennany); STOILAS Media & Design (Greece) 
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